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Created just 5 years ago, Ankama Editions quickly established 
itself as a major actor of the Ninth Art, particularly by pu-
blishing Dofus (a manga based on the famous MMORPG) and 
creating Wakfu, an imprint derived from the young teenagers' 
favourite animation series.
With more than 700,000 copies sold, Dofus remains the big-
gest success amongst French manga to this day.
Publishing successful series like Maliki or Mutafukaz, Ankama 
aims at aficionados of its own worlds, as well as comics rea-
ders of any age, with rich and eclectic imprints such as 619 
(under the supervision of Run, creator of Mutafukaz), Kuri 
(Manga), Cosmo (Children's books), Kraken (Adventure), Hos-
tile Holster (Noir/Thriller) or Etincelle (Graphic novels).
Today, we are still building these worlds of our own - a mix 
of video games, books and cartoons: from the age of Dofus 
to the Wafku era, our range of products is in constant evo-
lution. In form and in meaning, it's a whole world of disco-
veries, sensations and boldness, which increases as years go 
by. Ankama Editions wants to be the reflection of exciting 
collaborations with popular French artists like Ancestral Z, or 
daring publishers like CFSL.ink, while being a space for innova-
tive international productions .

Enjoy reading!

Welcome on board 
ankama editions’
flight 2010-2011
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VISA DOFUS

Having conquered your computer, the magical world of DOFUS is 
taking over your bookshelf. 
When you create original, rich and colourful worlds, you have 
an insatiable desire to share them with the largest number of 
people possible, hence the Ankama Editions « DOFUS » 
Collection.
Originally a persistent world, DOFUS is also a thematic collection 
based on the World of Twelve. Illustrations, stories, graphic no-
vels, manga... What better way of prolonging the experience 
beyond the massively multiplayer online role-playing game than 
finding out everything there is to know about the mythology of 
DOFUS, its regions, its character classes, its history. 

Open your imagination to new horizons!

7
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Authors : Tot - Nicolas Devos - Ancestral Z - Mojojojo - Brunowaro - Crounchann

Discover the heroicomic universe of the famous eponymous online game 
in this collection of manga. Over the course of a few volumes, this 
series has become the most widely read French manga series in France! 
Follow the trials and tribulations of Arty, a young Feca endowed with 
unimaginable powers, and his friend Vald, the unshakably courageous 
Iop. These two sidekicks travel a World of Twelve that’s as crazy as ever.
A manga with an abundance of wordplay and wisecracks.

le péril gelées t.1 chacun cherche son eca t.3la passion du crail t.2

chétif fais-moi peur t.4

11,5x18cm 224 pages   11,5x18cm   224 pages11,5x18cm   224 pages

11,5x18cm 224 pages
quand arty rencontre many t.5
11,5 x 18 cm   224 pages

goultard le barbare t.6
11,5 x 18 cm   224 pages

DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS
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DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS

le bon, la brute et le dofus t.14baraka royale t.13 Dofus t.15

rushu hour t.8
11,5x18cm 224 pages11,5x18cm  224 pages

28 morts plus tard t.9
11,5x18cm  224 pages

être bien avec un vampyre t.10
11,5x18cm   224 pages

ombrage et lumière t.11
11,5x18cm 224 pages

la cité de djaul t.7

aurore picture show t.12
11,5x18cm  224 pages

11,5x18cm 224 pages 11,5x18cm 224 pages 2011
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  Authors :                                       Format : 16,4 x 24,4 cm
                                                                     72 pages     

This DOFUS special edition contains a lottery card and a 
complete story, full of demons and fury. Rushu, tired of 
being unable to trample nor conquer the World Of The Twelve, 
decides to send four elementary demons ranking amongst his 
most powerful servants: the Shushus!
Their mission is simple: destroy this world and, if possible, 
capture the legendary Dofus . Who could prevent them to 
achieve their goals? The terrifying barbarian Goultard of 
course!

DOFUS, the biggest success of French manga with over 
700 000 copies sold, celebrates its 5th year ! 

It’s a great opportunity for a « collective » album 
where the reader will discover 5 original stories that tell 
the story of 5 enigmas!
Each riddle will be the object of a specific quest inside 
the game in order to receive a bonus gift on top of the 
included lottery card! 

les shushus de rushu  
(hors-série)

DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS

collectif

goultard bazar (hors-série)

  Authors :                                       Format : 16,4 x 24,4 cm 
                                                                    72 pages

Tot / Ancestral Z, 
Mojojojo et BrunoWaro
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The « DOFUS Monster » collection is primarily a stylistic composition, 
a manga on the theme of monsters from the universe of the online 
game DOFUS. A different author writes each volume and a completely 
independent story introduces a new monster each time, and all this at 
an attractive price! Over the course of several volumes, this collection 
has emerged as a springboard for young writers and a medium of free 
expression for professional artists. 

le chêne mou t.1
11,5 x 18cm 144 pages

Firefoux t.4 Nomékop le crapoteur t.5
11,5 x 18cm   144 pages

le dragon cochon t.2
11,5 x 18cm 144 pages
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le chevalier noir t.3
11,5 x 18cm 176 pages

11,5 x 18cm 144 pages
t.6

11,5 x 18cm   144 pages
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dofus quest - les mains d'eniripsa
  Authors : Nicolas Devos                 Format :19 x 27 cm
              Arnaud Dewaele                          64 pages 

Among the Eniripsas, it is customary to heal any moving thing. 
Elexter and Bruménie, two young healers, set on a journey to 
find Dzibu flowers. It is rumored that these flowers are so 
powerful that they could pacify even the most brutal human 
being. But what the two companions are unaware of, is that 
the gods are going to interfere with their destiny!
The Goddess Eniripsa has just bet with the Lord Demon Rushu 
that her two disciples were going to succeed in their quest… 
But she’s failing to take into account the malice of the 
demon, who is sending his troops after the two friends.

A little group of mercenaries looking for Brumen Tinctorias 
decides to stop at an inn lost in the very heart of the 
Sidimote Moors. There, they try to get any information 
which could help them in their quest…. But here, 
everybody knows Brumen. The three bounty hunters will 
then be hearing the stories and rumors spreading in the 
region, from the most eccentric to the most worrying.
However, in all legends lies a bit of truth.

DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS

  Author :                                Format : 11,5 x 18 cm - 144 pages
                                               
 

Jonat,
Tom Gobart

dofus monster 6  
Brumen Tinctorias 

    2010 
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DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS

The Dofus-Arena manga will transport you into the world of the 
eponymous video game. Find out what goes off behind the scenes of 
the Arena of the Demons of the Hours ! 
Who are the Demons of the Hours? Why do they capture adventurers? 
And why oh why are girls so nasty in Dofus-Arena ? 
All the answers to these incredible questions are in the manga! 
Gamers will recognise all of the charm of the Dofus-Arena game: 
demons as stupid as they are cruel, battles, strategy, humour and a 
touch of self-mockery. 

Nicolas Devos                 oTTami                      Jérôme Bretzner

minuit et des poussières t.1
11,5 x 18 cm     224 pages

l’hormonde t.3
2011

l'heure des démons t.2
11,5 x 18 cm   224 pages
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DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS

pandala t.1 pandala t.2 pandala t.3
 19x27cm  96 pages 19x27cm  96 pages 19x27cm  96 pages

Authors : Tot - Bertrand Hottin

Driven by tragic events, a young Pandawa, sole survivor of 
the attack launched on his village, is faced with the harsh 
reality of the world. His heart will only find peace when his 
family will be avenged and when the wearer of the other side 
of this mysterious medallion will have drawn his last breath…

Pandala is first and foremost an initiatory journey through 
the ferocious wildlife and the lush flora of this huge tropical 
island. A passport for a travel to the heart of the magic world 
of DOFUS: immersion guaranteed with this complete series!
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DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS DOFUS

In this series of artbooks you’ll discover the fantastic and wonderful 
world of Ankama’s flagship video game: DOFUS. 
These landmark DOFUS artbooks will increase your knowledge of 
the game’s world, its different classes, notable monsters, etc. 
They’re DOFUS bibles, crammed with anecdotes, original drawings, 
and a host of stories dealing with everything related to the World 
of Twelve. 

Ideal to find out everything there is to know about DOFUS, whether 
it’s for role-playing, to share with your friends or to have them 
handy for reference when you’re playing the game. 

dofus artbook t.2dofus artbook t.1
21x26 cm  172 pages21x26 cm  144 pages

dofus artbook t.3
21x26 cm  176 pages 21x26 cm    144 pages

dofus 2.0 artbook t.4
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WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU

Wakfu Heroes - Le Corbeau Noir
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VISA WAkFU

Taking place in a world of medieval fantasy, Wakfu - The TV Se-
ries, aired on France 3, immerses us in an unreal, fantastic uni-
verse in which human values prevail, such as solidarity, 
tolerance, the sense of discovery, the sense of effort or 
respect for nature. Exciting intrigue, formidable opponents and 
many surprises are in store. 
Wakfu is also an online video game, just like DOFUS, but 
offering a different universe, characters, graphics and a 
whole new way of playing the game. 
Following the success of the cartoon, Ankama Editions now 
publishes a whole range of collections and varied works 
based on the world of Wakfu.

17
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Preparation work, unreleased visuals, fabrication secrets, go behind the scenes of the 
Ankama Animations studios. 

Produced in the North of France, the animated series Wafku, broadcasted on France 3, has 
been directed as meticulously as a movie. This epic tells the story of Yugo, a little boy with 
mysterious origins and extraordinary magic powers, who sets of on a journey to find his real 
family.

This series of art books invites you to an in-depth journey through the making of the episodes, 
with a lot of roughs, drawings, illustrations, settings but also scripts, info and anecdotes. 
Soon, Wakfu will have no secret for you!

The Nox Edition of the Making of Wakfu - Season 1 – recounts 
the creation of a very particular episode of the Wafku 
series. This episode, which depicts the intriguing past of 
the dangerous Nox,  was entirely made using traditional 
animation (without Flash Software) inside the Ankana 
studios in Japan, in collaboration with Eunyoung Choi, Michio 
Mihara and Masaaki Yuasa, director of Mind Game. With this 
artbook, plunge into the fascinating universe of traditional 
japanese animation.

making of saison 1

making of wakfu t.1 à 3
25,5 x 19,5 cm                               128 pages

making of wakfu t.4

WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU

making of wakfu - Nox Edition
 Authors : collectif          Format : 25,5 x 19,5 cm - 128 pages

2010

2010
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WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU

collection wakfu nébuleuses - 
l’île de lorose

  Author : Toshy                     Format : 18 x 26 cm - 160 pages

Lost in the muddy waters of the World of the Twelve stands a 
mythical place, a real holy land: the island of Lorose. No one 
alive knows where it is and no map mentions it, this paradise 
has been lost since the age of DOFUS!

But why do this Iop, this Sadida and this strange canine 
specter start looking for such a place? During their adven-
ture, lonely hearts discover one another, become enthusias-
tic and help each other, rediscovering hope.

An offbeat epic in the elusive, nebulous part of the world of 
Wakfu!

2010

This magnificent book is an introduction to the working 
methods of about twenty graphic designers belonging 
to the Ankama team. Far from complying with only 
one methodology, each present their personal way of 
creating visuals for the MMORPGs Dofus and Wafku.  Using 
Photoshop, Flash and  traditional techniques, these 
artists offer you a step-by-step presentation of the 
making of  an illustration, from the initial sketches to the 
final colorization.  And as bonus, each illustrator presents 
its own gallery of personal works.

how to art dofus & wakfu
Author : Collectif Ankama           Format : 21 x 29,7 cm 
                                                                266 pages 
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Drawn by a cast of talented artists from all over the world, the 
Legends of the World of the Twelve are coming to your favorite 
comic shop and all around the newsstands. Join the mythical 
heroes of Amakna in new and exciting quests in the colorful 
world of Wakfu and follow their monthly adventures in the Wakfu 
Comics or the trade collection Wakfu Heroes!

Embark in the untold tales of Yugo and his friends and learn more 
about the secrets of the world of Wakfu. Discover the dreadful 
Black Crow, the shushus hunter Remington, the mysterious 
Maskemane  or the legendary Kriss the Krass in his first game of 
Boufbowl!
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WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU

The comic book: I am the Maskemane. I run away and I fight. I 
struggle. My whole life is a struggle. I don’t remember when it started, 
when I lost my face. I only remember a fire, flames that engulfed my 
family. I haven’t cried since. I fought. They say I am crazy, but they 
don’t know. I have a few faces, my masks that give me all my powers. 
They talk through me. One to run away, one to fight and the last one 
for those without hope. That’s what they want. My masks. That’s what 
I can’t give them. They can’t take them from me, they will never be 
able to; I am waiting for them. The cold air cools my lungs, I feel that 
they are getting close. I am waiting for them.

The comic book: Night is falling on Bonta, the thousand year 
old city… Slowly its streets fill with shadows looking for a 
dirty trick and the most famous of the Roublards, the Smisse 
brothers, are going out. Remington, the brains, quick and 
cynical, And Grany, the muscle, imposing in real life…
They don’t know it yet, but the meeting that awaits them 
will make their life take an unexpected turn! A mysterious 
silent partner, a huge reward, new weapons, the mission 
is attractive… but they will have to go against a strong 
party, a mysterious prominent citizen who loves to play cat 
and mouse. An adventure that wouldn’t leave either brother 
unscathed – Remington will lose his heart, and Grany much 
more… 

  Authors : Tot,
                  Adrian  2010

Comics - Remington 
4 x 22 pages

  Authors : Tot,
                  XZF  2011

Comics - Maskemane 
4 x 22 pages
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WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU

Comics - la confrérie du tofu 
  Author : kahel, Saturax              4 x 22 pages
       & Mig                                          2011

We come back to Yugo who is looking for his family, still 
surrounded by his loyal friends. But the road to the island 
of Oma is long and full of obstacles… So here are our 

heroes lost along the way! They then discover an entire city 
dedicated to parties, a gigantic them park: unlimited cotton 

candy and carouselrides, the have arrived in the enchanted 
kingdom of Shak Shaka, the king of this surprising town. But what 

is this capricious and genius young man hiding? Why this army of 
Robomates? What are the secrets hidden in his mirror palace? 

Will Amalia resist the advances of this prince who is so… 
Fascinating? But mainly, could she have finally have found 

someone more unbearable than her?

With the BoufBowl Comic, discover a champion’s 
childhood! The most dramatic, the most talented, the 
most unbearable of stadium heroes has accepted to 
unveil the origins of his career for his fans… Career I 
say?? No: a legend!! Action, cheating: you will see his first 
sprints in a stadium! Emotion and psychology: everything 
on his passionate relationship with his father! And of 
course, a zest of charm: his first agitations towards the 
female gender! So don’t miss the beginnings of this highly 
gifted boufball player, the genesis of a myth! We have a 
rendezvous on the black sand of the sidimote beaches, in 
the middle of lava rivers, to see the first passes of the 
great, the gigantic: Kriss la Krass!!

Comics - boufbowl
Author : Grelin                                         4 x 22 pages
         2011
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WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU

les chroniques de wakfu -
maille à partir

  Authors : Collectif                        Format : 20 x 28,5 cm
                                             

Maille à partir from the "The Wakfu Chronicles" is a series 
of adventures focusing on a  kama, a coin of the money 
used in Wakfu cartoons. The authors have been collectively 
working  - though each with his own style - on the story 
of this coin picked up by Ruel Stroud in the first episode 
of the animated series. Through seven stories drawn by six 
different graphic designers, the reader discovers how this 
coin, passing from hand to hand, ended up in Ruel’s purse, 
the treasure-hungry Enutrof.

The tradition dictates that we become Sacrier from father to 
son, but Silas is neither able to channel nor use the blood ma-
gic. The goddess refuses him and he remains impervious to the 

virtues of sacrifice until a mysterious mons-
ter kills his parents before his eyes and leaves 
him for dead. 
From then on, his life is linked to Naima, a 
beautiful, sweet orphan who takes him in. 
Now that he is aware of the power of sacri-
fice, will Silas accept the blood magic and the 
power of the goddess that slumbers within 
him? 

T.2 Naïma
 Author : Gregory Charlet              Format : 20 x 28,5 cm
                                       80 pages 

Wakfu- les Larmes de sang 
T.1 Silas

80 pages

Comics - la confrérie du tofu 
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  Authors : Tot, Morvan                 Format : 20 x 28,5 cm
                                                                  96 pages

A menacing shadow, an icy cry, the sinister Black Crow 
spreads terror throughout the plains of kelba, “Wakfu 
Heroes” reveals the origins of this mysterious character 
discovered by the fans in episode 3 of the TV series. “Wakfu 
Heroes” is THE comic book collection awaited for by the 
fans!

wakfu heroes t.1- le corbeau noir

Adrián

le corbeau noir - collector box 

Adrián

  Authors : Tot, Morvan,             Format : 19,7 x 28,5 cm
                                                                88 pages

WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU

In this box: 
• An exclusive figurine.
• An unreleased lottery card!
• An 8 page graphic notebook.
• A variant book cover of the simple 

edition.

Key Points: 
• THE favorite series of young French 

people (Médiamétrie poll).
• The ideal present for the holidays;
• A product that benefits from the 

“Ankama”  know-how and quality.

WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU
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  Authors : Tot, Morvan                 Format : 20 x 28,5 cm
                                                                  96 pages

WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU

 Authors : Wuye,                   Format : 19,7 x 28,5 cm - 80 pages
               Maxe L’Hermenier

wakfu heroes t.2 - Percimol

2010 

The little Flaqueux village, a peaceful and cute haven? On the contra-
ry, it is a well known address of all the looters in the country for the 
riches and the cowardice of its inhabitants! But the avid Monitorors 
better hold on tight: thanks to Percimol’s determination for justice, 
sordid plots will be discovered and the small people will rediscover 
courage behind its new hero’s standard… 
Rest assured; those of you who have already seen them in the cartoon 
Wakfu, will be charmed by the adorable little imps halfway between 
doll and water puddle…

Percimol - collector box 
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The Bonuses:
• An exclusive figurine.
• An unreleased lottery card!
• An 8 page graphic notebook.
• A variant book cover of the simple edition.

Key Points: 
• THE favorite series of young French people (Médiamétrie poll).
• The ideal present for the holidays;
• A product that benefits from the “Ankama”  know-how and 

quality.

WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU WAkFU
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Ankama Editions’ most explosive, off-the-wall collection. Oriented 
towards urban culture, Label 619 brings together a selection of 

comics and books inspired by the contemporary world of modern pop 
culture without any constraints of size or style for the author. 

Label 619, is :
a flirtatious, uncompromising, entertaining state-of-mind; 
a taboo-free carte blanche given to young talent; 
the exploration of new form of graphic expression.

Far from the surrounding conformity, Run, Mutafukaz’ author and 
head of the label, is responsible for finding new authors with a 

unique and personal universe. 

« Label 619’s authors express themselves through our books like graffiti 
artists express themselves on the street », he says. 

LABEL 619 VISA

27
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Angelino is a young loser who lives in a shabby hotel room in Dark Meat City’s Latin 
Quarter. 
His monotonous days alternate between channel hopping, Mexican wrestling 
matches, small, crappy jobs and metaphysical discussions with his buddy Vinz. 
One day, a stupid scooter accident plunges Angelino into a tornado of unimaginable 
problems upon which the fate of humanity depends, involving heavily-armed men in 
black, gangs of all kinds, Mexican wrestlers and even Machos, vicious cosmic enti-
ties determined to invade the planet! 

Readers are already fans of the ‘Mucho Caliente’ world designed by RUN :
              More than 50,000 copies sold
              A dedicated website and active forums
              Short animation movie received an award at the Sundance Festival,    2003
              Praised by the critics
              2 stand alone, one-shot stories ‘It Came from the Moon’ and ‘Metamuta’ 
              have also been published by Ankama Editions
              5 volumes availables, vol.6 (Mutafukaz, tome 4 -the end-) available in 2012

www.mutafukaz.com
Author : Run

dark meat city t.1 troublants trous noirs t.2 it came from the moon t.0 révélations t.3
19x27cm 124 pages 19x27cm  128 pages 19x27cm  160 pages 19x27cm 144 pages
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  Author : Jérémie Labsolu   Format : 15 x 21 cm - 144 pages
         

Jimmy Pantera, a passionate fan of Mexican wrestling 
(lucha libre) and a collector of everything relating to it, 
shows us his incredible world, populated with muscular 
bodies and fantastic masks. Los Tigres del Ring presents 
the different iconographic facets of the wrestling that is 
so popular in Latin America, halfway between sport and 
religion. There, the luchador is a living god, and products 
bearing his image are idolized as sacred relics. The first 
French book on lucha libre, Los Tigres del Ring presents 
every aspect of this culture through a multitude of ob-
jects, photographs and works and will leave no one indif-
ferent. This work of art is as much for wrestling fans as it 
is for those curious about the world of lucha libre. 

 

 

nana huxe club t.1

  Author : Jimmy Pantera      Format : 19 x 27 cm - 216 pages
         

In a future where everything has been completely turned upside 
down, human society survives on the ruins of a bygone world. 
For only heritage: a mountain of skulls… Clans formed around 
charismatic and powerful figures, called “Skulliacs”. Men, 
women, old people, children or animals, they have singular Skulls 
that give them strange powers. 

Nana Huxe is a mythical skull, untamable and coveted. D’ji is a very 
young skulliac, it’s their destiny that we shall follow.

2010

2010

LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619
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  Author : Jérémie Labsolu   Format : 15 x 21 cm - 144 pages
         

LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619

Paris 2020. Mundial, a major record label, imposes its bland, sugary 
pop on France. Any other form of music is prohibited and government 
security is involved in the brutalization of the masses. In spite of 
them, two teenagers have banded together, Joshua the rebel and 
Anna the nerd, to deliver a « Battle of Paris », a nod to the group 
“Rage Against The Machine” and its famous «The Battle of Los An-
geles”, itself inspired by the USA race riots of 1992. Be careful: 
when you play forbidden, subversive music, you must run quickly, 
very quickly, when you’re faced with state repression. « Let’s 
Rock! » 

Get the latest gossip on Mundial Stars on:  
www.mundial-musique.com

debaser t.1
11,5x18cm 224 pages

debaser t.2
11,5x18cm 208 pages

debaser t.3
11,5x18cm 224 pages

debaser t.4 debaser t.5
11,5x18cm 224 pages 11,5x18cm 224 pages
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  Authors : El Diablo,               Format : 19 x 27 cm - 112 pages
                  Rémi Pozla

Los Animales, 2254.
Humanity finally succeeded in auto-destroying itself! Quickly, 
nature took its rights back, and the animal kingdom finally got 
its hegemony back on the blue planet. The world is now theirs. 
Is all well that ends well? 
Unfortunately, the new masters of the earth are as stupid as 
their predecessors, and peace won’t reign this time either. 
At the heart of this universe full of violence, pack culture and 
Pavlovian instincts, Jack Mandrill the baboon and Hammerfist 
the gorilla, prominent figures of the local underworld, try to 
play their cards right and defend their place at the top of the 
food chain. Cons, bananas and peanuts; hunger justifies all 
means.

2010

monkey bizness 

LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619

THE NEW COMIC 
BOOK BY THE 
CREATOR 
OF THe
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Billy Rockerson, a shabby Elvis impersonator, is 
bitten by a zombie. Having become one of the 
undead, he hits the roads of Shelby County, 
Tennessee, seeking the corpse of his father, 
a renowned harmonica player. Along the way, 
Billy meets people who want to help him form 
a legendary rock & roll band... but also those 
who want to stop him! A wickedly funny road 
movie combining devastating pin ups, Ameri-
can hillbillies, vengeful soldiers, shovel blows, 
ukulele and hordes of hungry zombies.

rockabilly zombie superstar t.1     t.2
 Authors : Lou                                   Format : 19 x 27 cm
                 Nikopek                                   96 pages

LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619
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LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619

  Author : Run,Florent Maudoux            Format : 17 x 25 cm - 112 pages
  Guillaume Singelin 2011

Doggybags is THE new successful series from Label 619. 
An homage given to Tarantino’s cinema and the grind-
house movies of the 60’s and 70’s. 

On the program for this first condensed B series made 
into a comic book:

• RUN (Mutafukaz) in a bloody mix-up in the middle 
of the desert,

• Florent Maudoux (Freaks’ Squeele) for a re-read 
of Kill Bill the Hong Kong movie way,

• Guillaume Singelin (King David, Pills with KSTR), 
the revelation of this collection! A gripping chase 
led by a pack of werewolf bikers…
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The Faculty of Academic Studies for Heroes teaches students with 
strange powers everything they need to manage their image and ob-
tain a superhero permit! Chance, Xiong Mao and Ombre have a diffi-
cult start to their year, but they soon discover the joys of campus 
life; the compassion-free competition among students, sadistic pro-
fessors, the stress of exams and more... 
Uncompromising and uninhibited, Freaks’ Squeele appropriates the 
«super-hero» style and joyfully tears up all the rule books.

More than 20,000 copies sold
Ankama Editions’ new best seller
A world full of modern and endearing superheroes
4 volumes availables

Author: Florent Maudoux 
19 x 27 cm - 148 pages

              

étrange université t.1 les chevaliers qui ne font plus «ni» t.2 le tango de la mort t.3

LABEL LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619
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  Author : Jam Book              Format : 24 x 28 cm - 304 pages
  Languages : French, English 

freaks t04

LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619 LABEL 619
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Tortuga
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VISA kRAkEN

Hoist the mansail and get ready for the fray, you are boarding 
today! No armada will ever stop you from going to the end of the 
world and wake up the monster that lies there! For that's what 
kraken is about: the excitement of adventure, bigger-than-life 
epics, feats which make up legends... And whatever the era, 
whatever the arms, kraken offers a world of style and panache!

kraken books are :
Books with large-size stories;
Epic tales, sometimes spirited, sometimes offbeat or wry, 
served by varied and original drawings
A new reading of adventure and action stories;

Fans of Technicolor series, antic frescoes, forgotten knights or 
cyberspace pirates, this inflammable collection is made for you!

43
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kRAkEN kRAkEN kRAkEN kRAkEN kRAkEN kRAkEN kRAkEN kRAkEN

1664, Caribbean seas: Éric Gorsen, also known as “le Nantais”, 
negotiator in precious jewels, settles down on Turtle island. 
The place enjoys a relative calm since the last two years and 
the death of the famous local pirate “l’Ankou”.
But “le Nantais” hides a terrible secret that strangely links 
him to Mam’pala, voodoo witch from the island whose powers 
are said to spread beyond the land of the dead… 

Based on historical facts, Tortuga is an unbelievable tale 
about pirates tinged with fantasy.

   Authors : Sébastien Viozat           Format : 19 x 27 cm - 96 pages 
 

tortuga t.1
 
Antoine Brivet, Virginie Blancher 2010

   Author : Alex Crippa,                     Format : 19 x 27 cm - 128 pages 

deï
2010                Emanuele Tenderini

Nova Roma, 4010 post-Zeus. For centuries, Zeus has 
dominated the Earth from the top of Olympus. He maintains 
his hegemony by sending Mars, Venus and Bacchus to weaken 
the rising religions. He has only too well assimilated the divine 
principles: like for television, the power of a God depends on 
his audience! Lose followers and the decline starts.
But doesn’t the trio of bottom work executors risk, after 
intervening in terrestrial affairs, becoming more popular 
than their master?

With humor, finesse and a sharp sense of criticism, Deï brings 
mythology to current taste.
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ara t.1

drakka t.1

  Author : Tim McBurnie       Format : 19,7 x 28,5 cm - 128 pages
  direction: David Chauvel       

  Authors: Frédéric Brémaud      19,7 x 28,5 cm - 80 pages
            & Lorenzo De Felici          

2011

2011

kRAkEN kRAkEN kRAkEN kRAkEN kRAkEN kRAkEN kRAkEN kRAkEN

New York, but not the city we all know. An old wise guy 
is dying. His son, a heartless and greedy looser is already 
thinking about inheriting the legacy of his father... But 
things take a different path when he learns that he has 
a mysterious brother, living in a miserable shanty town. 
His name is Drakka, the half-vampire! A 
fratricidal duel will oppose the two 
men in a decaying city, filled 
with mutants and agitated 
monsters!

Anu is a fighter. She's being used by the League of the Witches against her 
own will. She's sent on a mission to the Emerald Sea, the wild forest, a place 
where no one ever comes out. She is accompanied by Muluk, an old murderer 
and weapon master, and by Senn, a young apprentice of the League. A 
mysterious force is being born in the heart of the woods as the spirits of the 
forest are working, trying to get rid of that strange energy that passes on 
from body to body, animal to animal...
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skraeling t.1

SAVING HUMAN BEING t.1

  Authors : Lamy                                Format : 19 x 27 cm 
                  Venzi                                          112 pages

  Authors : Zhang Xiaoyu             Format : 19,7 x 28,5 cm - 
                                                                  88 pages

kRAkEN kRAkEN kRAkEN kRAkEN kRAkEN kRAkEN kRAkEN kRAkEN

In a totalitarian and warlike society inspired by the Nazi 
ideology, soldier köstler experienced an inexplicable fear 
when facing death during a terrible battle. This feeling, 
unheard of for him, slowly brings him to question his devotion 
to the system. However, köstler is moved to the most cynical, 
most brutal and most fanatic of units: the Skraelings! 

Sktaeling is a political nightmare but also a humanitarian 
tale that evokes the tragedies linked to personal choices 
in extreme situations: fanaticism, silence, submission for 
some, disobedience, opposition and revolt for others.

An air transporter crashes in the desert. On board, a pilot 
and a military robot, whose mechanic brain only remembers 
one mission: save men. Starting with the pilot, threatened 
by thirst. In vain: the water is too far away, he can’t do 
anything for him. No more than the two women who took him 
in, a mother and her daughter, exiled to an oasis to flee from 
war – he will see them pass away in front of him, powerless. 
Thus he will continue his road in the desert, until he crosses 
paths again with the war that created him: his naiveté will 
end when he sees this spectacle… Why aren’t soldiers pure 
like the little girl? How to accomplish the mission? What 
sacrifice will be big enough to finally “save men”?
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VISA HOSTILE HOLSTER

Darkness. Then the pale halo of an old bulb, a yellow light 
cutting through the thick air. Cigarettes smoke, musty per-
fumes, the smell of powder, rising in thick curls in the frail 
light. You’ve seen it all - scandals, fights, desire, and the 
shadows of bodies sliding over the walls. Meaningless sto-
ries, ending abruptly.
You tell yourself you’ve drunk too much, that you shouldn’t 
have done that; you tell yourself that it hurts - at the pit 
of your stomach, right under tour heart; you tell yourself 
that you can’t see clearly anymore, that you’re losing your 
mind. That it’s gonna end up badly. That your life looks like 
a thriller. You tell yourself that you’re in a Hostile Hostler 
story. And beware - you’ll have trouble getting out of it.

Thrillers, rough urban stories, sometimes at the border of 
fantasy : Hostile Holster is the dark imprint from Ankama  
Éditions. 

49
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HOSTILE HOLSTER HOSTILE HOLSTER HOSTILE HOLSTER HOSTILE HOLSTER

[...]* Silences

Jhon Ghostman (he’s called « Ghost » by his friends, at 
least the ones who are still his friends…), is an elite FBI 
agent, with incredible instinctive skills. After several 
years at the violent crimes department, he feels that’s 
something is changing, he’s got terrible nightmares. 
When he decides to take some time off to get some 
rest, he is involved in the case that will tranform him 
for ever…

 
ghost t.1

 Authors : Andrea Mutti,                     Format : 19 x 27cm 
 Dimitri Fogolin, Diego Cajelli                       80 pages
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HOSTILE HOLSTER HOSTILE HOLSTER HOSTILE HOLSTER HOSTILE HOLSTER

“At the root was my desire to write a “choral” comic book. Write 
a story where we could follow a good number of characters. Lose 
them and find them later. See the links that weave themselves 
between these characters that don’t necessarily know each 
other. That would allow me to apply the domino theory on a big 
scale. What some do will have consequences on the lives of others. 
The detective novel atmosphere seemed the strongest and most 
obvious to obtain my goal (since it’s not the first detective novel 
I write, that reassured me as well, seeing the size of the original 
idea). My opinion is bigger than the detective story: I would quite 
like to give a social side to this story.” 
Ozanam
With its powerful graphics and chiseled colors: the night has never 
been as beautiful as it is with We are the night.

Having become deaf after his daughter’s disappearance, 
Norman Voltaire investigates. When one morning, he receives 
a rabbit stuffed animal that starts talking to him, Norman 
finally thinks he holds the answers to find her…
3 years ago, Norman Voltaire’s daughter disappeared. Having 
become deaf following this event but determined to find 
her; he investigated. In vain. Until this morning. 

A rabbit stuffed animal is put on his doorstep and the 
transmitter in it talks. The rabbit knows everything. The 
rabbit can give him all the answers he needs but the rabbit 
wants something in return: for every favor Norman accepts 
to do for him, the rabbit will answer one of his questions…

 
we are the night t.1

 Authors: Ozanam                                 Format : 19 x 27cm 
              kieran                                           80 pages

 
[...]*   *SILENCES t.1 -> t.2 (2011)

 Authors : Anthony Combrexelle,              Format : 17 x 24cm 
               Matthias Haddad                                   78 pages
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Diabolica
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VISA LABEL ARAIGNÉE

Araignée (French for "spider") is an imprint from Ankama Éditions, 
created to publish comics dealing with a strange and sensitive eve-
ryday life. Sensory exploration, poetry, and more broadly, the world of 
imagination are like threads of silk delicately woven to captivate and 

sustain the attention of the audience.

Araignée is:

                      a series of books without compromise;
everyday worlds suddenly plunged into a fascinating and 
intimate atmosphere
delicate books dedicated to comics fans but accessible  
to everyone 

The frail spider slowly weaves its web, trapping the banality of eve-
ryday life. Its sting reveals all the depth and strangeness of a tale 

which could appear trivial at first sight
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A disused stadium serves as their makeshift camp. Around this 
refuge lies the unknown: a boundary they dare not cross for fear of 
being devoured... 
On this devastated Earth, in this small enclosure buried beneath the 
eternal night, teenagers survive on the traces of a past that their 
grandparents experienced. All that they have inherited is a lost ci-
vilization. But in their hearts are the seeds of a silent revolution 
against an unknown enemy. 
Between everyday mythology and the dream of an impossible future, 
Constellations is the pocket panorama of a world unable to reinvent 
itself.

dans le stade t.1 les anoraks t.2
15x21cm 240 pages 15x21cm 240 pages

ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE
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For a very long time, the yôkaï, or mononoké, have held 
an important place in Japanese folklore. The supernatural 
creatures with strange powers are closely linked to 
men’s lives, in town as well as in the country Despite 
their strange appearance, they are sometimes cruel, 
sometimes endearing or funny: they have very human 
characteristics! 
The Franco-Japanese author Christophe kourita transposes 
this concept to France and leads us to discover his 
selection of yôkaï “the French way” thanks to pre-
eminent professor Lafayette from l’université de Paris.

diabolica t.1    t.2
 Author : Christophe             Format : 15 x 21 cm - 152 pages
                kourita
 

2010 
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ma vie de zombie
 Authors : Sébastien Viozat              Format : 19 x 27 cm 
                 Raphaël B 

Saint Antoine Cemetery: Léon Malmeau, the night watchman, loves 
looking after the graves but would prefer it if the dead would stay 
quietly in their tombs. One evening, through an unfortunate chance 
encounter, he begins to change, and becomes like them…

And so this young man begins his life as a zombie, and finds the dead 
to be great company. keeping his role as night watchman and stop-
ping those that have come back to life from going joyriding around 
town, while trying to break the news to his girlfriend Alice becomes 
an increasingly more difficult task.

avec les morts
  Authors : Sébastien Viozat             Format : 19 x 27 cm 
                                               

Quentin is the keeper of a great cemetery people with zombies. 
Appreciated by his boarders,  he reigns over his little world, 
makes merciful laws and chooses the dead to be exhumed. This 
frail equilibrium is disrupted on the day the zombies realize that 
Quentin is manipulating them. The keeper then reveals his true 
self : a tyrant, hungry for power, and the dead run into resis-
tance...
Imbued with a deep humanity, Avec les morts depicts the mecha-
nisms of mass manipulation without ever falling into grotesque 
exaggeration.

Raphaël B

ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE

96 pages

120 pages
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havre t.1     t.2    
 Authors : Isabelle Bauthian           Format : 19 x 27 cm 
           Anne-Catherine Ott

Inside a city in ruins, lost in a dune desert, lives a necromancer 
with no other company than his dog and the dead that he brings 
back to life from time to  time. One day, a wandering witch 
manages to persuade him to leave with her and look for other 
human beings. They then meet a young pistolero and the three 
of them will gradually understand what happened to the world... 
What if the cataclysm had been caused by a simple human 
mistake? 
Haven is a poetic work, which heroes are not necessarily admirable 
people.

96 pages

A DARk COMEDY WITH COLD HUMOR…

Harold woke up one Sunday at noon with a strange taste in his 
mouth. This taste stayed all day long and when he woke up the 
next day, it was still there…

"This Taste" is a dark comedy with a cold sense of humor, a descent 
towards folly or complete horror that will bring happiness and hope 
to life. 

 
ce goût

 Author : Neyef                          Format : 19 x 27cm - 96 pages
 * 2011
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retranchés
  Author : Cafard                              Format : 19 x 27 cm
         

Jérôme, a 30-something who’s been dumped by his girl-
friend is spiralling into depression. His days are filled with 
watching TV, drinking to excess, avoiding his so-called 
friends, and miserable contemplation of happier times. 
At the same time, somewhere else entirely, mired in the 
depths of a trench, a band of Napoleonic soldiers await 
a long-expected conflict. This phantom army, a rogues’ 
gallery of shattered, hopeless men, is actually an allegory 
for Jerome’s suffering.

Jerome, paralyzed, spirals deeper…

Un Jour Sans 
  Authors : Rémy Lecomte,              Format : 19 x 27 cm
                  Olivier Perret

While Lord Roland is getting ready to leave for the Holy Land, his 
wife is attacked by a mysterious and disgusting stranger. The 
latter is immediately arrested and punished and Roland dashes on 
the tracks of the first crusaders. Nevertheless, Roland’s journey 
quickly proves to be more tormented than planned: a succession 
of misadventures and misfortune fall upon our Lord and his crusade 
turns into a disaster. 

He will discover the origin of his bad fortune after a difficult 
return, but it will be far from what he imagined…

ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE

128 pages

80 pages
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pierrot lunaire 
  Authors : Antoine Dodé              Format : 15 x 21 cm
                  

The Swiss Alps, nowadays. In this private boarding 
school reserved for the children of the wealthiest 
families, the students’ lives has been governed for 
a few generations by the circles: a very strong caste 
system that the teachers are completely unaware of 
it.
But one night, a strange phenomenon will change 
everything…

Two worlds collide. That of fairies and ours. By mor-
ning, all adults had disappeared, leaving the chil-
dren to fend for themselves…

ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE ARAIGNÉE

128 pages

D’Artagnan, Athos, Porthos, Aramis, familiar names that 
are music to our ears… Cardinal Richelieu’s intrigues, the 
affaire of the Queen’s ferrets have become legend… 
Alexandre Dumas’ musketeers made their nest in everyone’s 
imagination. 
And Milady de Winter in all this? 
Doesn’t Richelieu’s spy deserve more than the heroic and 
tragic life of a secondary character?

Here she is exposed in broad daylight, thrown into adventures 
that are too big for her, armed with her intelligence and her 
poisonous beauty, warrior with tough skin, dangerous and 
touching…

 
milady de winter t.1

  Author : Agnès Maupré       Format : 19 x 27 cm - 144 pages
         2010 
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Le Trop Grand Vide d'Alphonse Tabouret
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VISA ÉTINCELLE

Étincelle is the new sparkling imprint from Ankama, a place 
dedicated to fun and dreams, though also dealing with life’s 
big issues. Beautiful books of a brand new kind, oscillating 
between comics and graphic novels, delight the readers with 
stories filled with a soft and bewitching magic. Add a little 
twist of impertinence and a lot of sensibility and you end up 
with much more than a simple collection: a whole state of 
mind.

Étincelle books are:

Books of various sorts for the young and the older;
Stories to live, but above all, to dream by;
Simply wonderful books.
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le trop grand vide 
d’alphonse tabouret

  Authors : Jérôme d’Aviau,          Format : 16,4 x 24,4cm - 192 pages
               Capucine, Sibylline   

Once upon a time, there was Alphonse Tabouret. He was born in a 
forest, with the Man, who took a little care of him but not for long. 
One day the Man gets mad over something insignificant and leaves 
Alphonse alone. That’s where his adventure starts. Through encoun-
ters, he discovers people, bugs, thingamajigs, that make him grow 
up a little and make him experience neat adventures without really 
wanting to. Le Trop Grand Vide d’Alphonse Tabouret, is a kind of naïve 
and sweet excursion with sometimes some funny things.
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LOVE

  Authors : Frédéric Brémaud,       Format : 19,7 x 28,5cm - 80 pages
               Federico Bertolucci   

It's a story of the jungle, but it's much more than that. There are also the vast areas boarding 
the forest, the sun and the rain. There are the tiger, the tapir, the panthers, the elephant, the 
birds of prey and the other birds, the insects and man.
As the forest awakens, the tiger stretches and yawns. His day begins peacefully. But be aware 
that a beast remains a beast, a ball of nerves and muscles...
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Prunelle is the only daughter of the Cyclops Arges and the Muse 
of the Tragédie Melpomène.
She is put into her father’s custody while her mother goes 
on tour; she starts the school of the Gods against her will. 
That’s where she meets Heracles the daredevil and his friend 
the Minotaur. But his new friends drag her into making a big 
mistake that unleashes Zeus’s anger. Now they are punished! 
They will only be allowed back to the school when they have 
completed six tests that will bring them to meet terrifying 
creatures such as the famous and formidable Medusa…

An epic where every character will discover friendship, courage 
and tolerance! 

 
prunelle, la fille du cyclope t.1    t.2

  Author : Cédric kernel,         Format : 19 X 27cm - 96 pages
     Vicky Portail-kernel     2010 - 2011

ÉTINCELLE ÉTINCELLE ÉTINCELLE ÉTINCELLE ÉTINCELLE ÉTINCELLE ÉTINCELLE ÉTINCELLE
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les enfants de mandalay

 Authors : Gilles gonord,            Format : 16,4 x 24,4cm - 96 pages
        Gilles Aris, Bernard Olivie 

Les Enfants de Mandalay is the first episode of a trilogy made of 
autonomous tales the subject of which, under the conventional 
appearance of the illustrated tale, is to describe today’s world.
In this first album, a couple of nomadic puppet masters pene-
trate the Mandalay by Yum-Nam pass, in the North. There they 
see miserable children trying to escape a country ripped apart by 
war: under the impetus of two rebel generals, Saw and Maung, 
the royal army was just cut to piece, opening the door for a coup 
d’état. Isolated in his palace and his dreams of glory, the old 
king stays locked away. He will die in front of the stage of royal 
theater, leaving the power to these fanatic generals…

2010 
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Atlas & Axis t.1

 Authors : Gilles gonord,            Format : 16,4 x 24,4cm - 96 pages
        Gilles Aris, Bernard Olivie 

 Authors : Pau                             Format : 19 x 27cm - 80 pages
             2011

Atlas and Axis are two dogs. They live in a world where animals can talk and walk on 
their two legs. Atlas is clever and rational. Axis has a more instinctive and sponta-
neous behaviour. One day, when they come back to their village, they are horrified 
to discover that their friends has been attacked by pirates. From what they hear 
from the survivors, they decide to go North, to try to save the rest of them, who 
has been kidnapped. They accidently get separated: this is how begins the incredible 
Atlas & Axis saga…

ÉTINCELLE ÉTINCELLE ÉTINCELLE ÉTINCELLE ÉTINCELLE ÉTINCELLE ÉTINCELLE ÉTINCELLE
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Je suis deux
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VISA AUTRE DESTINATION
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AUTRE DESTINATION AUTRE DESTINATION AUTRE DESTINATION

 Author : Zechtorian                        Format : 15 x 21 cm 

 Author : Davy Mourier                    Format : 15 x 21 cm 

The small Brazilian town of Varginha, January 20th 1996 : 
3.30 PM. Three young girls coming back from work are roo-
ted to the spot, faced with a strange being. The creature 
has a big head, a body covered with gleaming scales and big 
red eyes. Testimonies  begin to abound: someone saw the 
army catch "little monsters", a pilceman dies in misterious 
circumstances, a surgeon receives the order to operate on 
one of these things... Zechtorian goes back on the "Brazilian 
Roswell », one of the most striking phenomena of modern 

41 Euros is the story about a therapy, or rather, a quest to 
understand what leads to going through a therapy. What kind 
of pain pushes someone to pop pills? Is it the accumulation 
of a multitude, of small pains and failures? Or is a single 
event enough to make us chow down on the neuroleptic dust? 
Creator of the NerdZ series, presenter on Nolife and a suc-
cessful blogger, Davy Mourier now has a larger and larger fan 
base. He was also the object of a documentary for the show 
Envoyé Spécial  on France 2.

ovni : l’affaire varginha

41 €

160 pages

88 pages

juju mimi féfé chacha

9 782359 100044
 Authors : Bastien Vivès                Format : 20 x 28,5 cm 
                                                                  64 pages 

Through these strips, Vivès and de Raphelis dig under the crust of 
love relationships and tackle the very essence of love and friendship 
with a hint of cynicism. Féfé and Chacha are two good friends. One 
is dating Juju and the other Mimi. The two men are also friends and, 
as their girlfriends, they like to talk about each other’s partner. 
Between existential questions,  love doubts, questionings of an 
intimate nature, and cutting remarks about the other sex, these 
characters make us share the small and great moments of their daily 
life.

Alexis de Raphelis
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Je suis deux is a poetic short story, illustrated in 
a style that merges manga and Art nouveau. Torn 
between desire and rejection of what is masculine, a 
young woman meets a man who is different from the 
others, despite the fear she feels. In the end he will 
lead her to feeling whole. 
The search that is full of hope of the union of two 
beings is here harmoniously put into image and poetic 
fragment. Sensitive and oniric, Je suis deux offers a 
very feminine vision of love in its most pure form. 

Welcome to the world of Macchabée Strip. 
In black and white, inspired by American 
cartoons in the thirties, follow Billy Bones’ 
morbid adventures, the little dead boy. In 
dark spirited strips, strongly tainted with 
black humor and without mercy, death is 
often in the air. So settle into your coffin 
and enjoy a good dose of humor from 
beyond the grave.

With its well put together production 
and its coffin shape, Macchabée Strip is 
a true object-book to properly celebrate 
Halloween in a comic book! 

je suis deux
Authors : Eugény Couture,            Format : 17 x 17 cm 
                Marietta Ren                               96 pages                  

AUTRE DESTINATION AUTRE DESTINATION AUTRE DESTINATION

macchabée strip
Author : Matthieu Hackiere                        *  *  *
                                                2010

 Authors : Bastien Vivès                Format : 20 x 28,5 cm 
                                                                  64 pages 
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Like God, you try to shed light on the reason of his setbacks. So many ques-
tions have been asked but… for now, it’s not like she has the luxury to 
think. It’s true, surviving in Tahiti is a full time job. 
And during this time, around her, the world changes. Stikmoucrassy is 
quickly supplanted by the Nazi empire. The bitteuch, obscene aliens newly 

introduced onto the island, hide intentions as ne-
bulous as their language. Let’s not forget our friend 
the rat whose destiny is not limited to the animal of 
divine company. But who is this man whose appea-
rance seems to depend on his interlocutor? And who 
holds the key to this story? The old soul? 
Maybe there is logic this whole mess…

find the comic at : 
www.dieuxalesboules.com

dieux a les boules t.1      t.2
  Author : Steven Lejeune                Format : 19 x 27 cm
                                                                 128 pages  

AUTRE DESTINATION AUTRE DESTINATION AUTRE DESTINATION
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Dieux a les boules
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chaosland

The Authors:

Ancestral Z (Mouscron) was born in 1980. Very young, he 
develops a taste for the absurd. After studying art at 
L’Académie des Beaux-Arts in Tournai, he joins Ankama Edi-
tions and becomes the main illustrator of the series Dofus, 
in which he perfectly fit with his offbeat style filled with 
humor.

Mojojojo (Lille) studied at l’Académie des Beaux-Arts in 
Tournai, in the “visual communications” department. 
There he meets Ancestral Z with whom he shares a love for 
kitsch. Having come into the manga DOFUS studio as early 
as episode 5, he is in charge of making the sets.

  Key Points: 
 • The new comic book by the authors of the  
  manga DOFUS.
 • A story in two episodes. 
 • More absurd than Monty Python, more 
  insane than "Les Nuls"!
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Chaosland or the story about a group of heroes on a crusade against 
evil! 
Morigan, the young and handsome knight who isn’t very daring, the 
pretty Elizabeth, wise man Magic Jardak and their hilarious compa-
nions get ready to confront their destiny, for better and especially 
for worse… From detours to lousy shortcuts, this happy group of ad-
venturers makes their way towards the castle of the terrible tyrant of 
SlvörgsHorn country: the bloodthirsty and despotic Jean-Luc! 
A hilarious odyssey that is a cross between Monty Python and Les Nuls! 

AUTRE DESTINATION AUTRE DESTINATION AUTRE DESTINATION

slvörgshorn t.1
 19 x 27 cm     104 pages

brolome t.2
19 x 27 cm - 112 pages

Ancestral Z et Mojojojo
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chaosland
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dramagraphie 

  Author : Michel Lagarde,     Format : 29 X 35 cm - 160 pages
                Patrick Mecucci    2011

AUTRE DESTINATION AUTRE DESTINATION AUTRE DESTINATION

Movie fans had been waiting for this book for a long time: here 
is finally revealed, in the whole grandeur of its hazards, the 
complete and illustrated filmography of the all too unknown 
Emir kuklic! Disparaged for his opportunism and narcissism by 
others, adulated by others who see in his self-centered walk 
the premise of the postmodern auto-reference, you could 
judge for yourself in this magnificent (and very big) work grou-
ping magnificent snapshots of his saga of a career… So many 
comical and spicy portraits of life that we owe to the famous 
Michel Lagarde, conscientious and mischievous photographer 
who piece by piece put together the most moving moments 
of the farce they lived – of this “Dramagraphie”. To the point 
that we could believe that it is all his invention, and it would 
be judicious to believe him. Let’s bet that Patrick Mecucci’s 
skillful expertise will know how to clear this doubt: one more 
reason not to miss this exceptional book of photographs!   
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Artbook CFSL.net
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VISA CFSL

The Café Salé community was set up in September 2002. 
It stemmed from a little online forum hosted by a group 
of friends sharing the same work: illustration and graphic 
design. The forum now gathers more than 20 000 members 
around the graphic arts and has over 15 000 visitors a day. It 
allows pros and amateurs to post their work and get external 
opinions, promote their activities and most importantly, to 

share, exchange experiences and meet with their peers.
Ankama Éditions is working closely with Café Salé and its au-

thors to publish wonderful art books and comics.

www.cfsl.net
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artbook cfsl.net t.1
24 x 28 cm 256 pages

artbook cfsl.net t.2
24 x 28 cm 304 pages 24 x 28 cm 304 pages

artbook cfsl.net t.3 artbook cfsl.net t.4

Each year since 2007, Ankama Editions publishes an art-book 
containing the best drawings made by graphic designers 
from the Café Salé web community . Throughout three hun-
dred pages, more than a hundred and fifty professionals pre-
sent about a thousand illustrations in each of these collec-
tions. Illustrations are the main theme of these precursory 
and unique books, an absolute enchantment to the eye of 
the profane, and a major source of inspiration for graphic 
art professionals caring about new trends.

CFSL CFSL CFSL CFSL CFSL CFSL CFSL CFSL

café salé     artbook
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  16 x 23 cm  128 pages

CFSL CFSL CFSL CFSL CFSL CFSL CFSL CFSL

The third episode of Shuffle is dedicated to sketches. Taken from 
life, from nature or straight out of the artists’ imagination, 
sketchbooks always go straight to what matters. The spontaneity 
of the lines, the sensitivity and skill of the authors immediately 
shine through these works that are inked or put into color with 
what’s available. Discover the intimacy of the work and the 
diversity of these first drawing steps through 13 authors from the 
CFSL.net community, with no detours and no speeches.

speed painting t.1
  16 x 23 cm  128 pages

les filles t.2
  16 x 23 cm  128 pages

carnet de croquis t.3
  16 x 23 cm  128 pages

les robots t.4

|café salé    
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Discover Aleksi Briclot's work gathered in a luxury 
edition. Art director, graphic designer, concept artist 
and comics author, Aleksi is one of the most talented 
French artists of the moment and a reference in the 
world of Fantasy and science-fiction illustration. After 
his creations for Spawn, Magic The Gathering, Splinter 
Cell, World of Warcraft TCG, Vampire, his Marvel covers 
and the beautiful Merlin book, Aleksi presents us more 
than ten years of work spread over two hundred pages in 
his very first artbook...

  Author : Aleksi Briclot      Format : 25 x 31 cm - 192 pages
  Langues : Francais, Anglais 2010 

aleksi briclot : worlds & wonders

Brume is a collection of work bringing together 19 complete 
stories around the theme of the environment. Each author 
brings a personal vision of our way of treating the planet and 
pull us in for a few pages into real or fictional universes, 
in the future and the past, for awareness. The stories are 
each told by a different author, from the CFSL community, 
for this work that is unique and full of meaning, stress being 
put on the plot and graphic qualities of each project. 
A part of the income from this book will be given to the 
Ligue de Protection des Oiseaux run by Alain Bougrain-
Dubourg. French representative of BirdLife International, 
a worldwide alliance that brings together over a hundred 
organizations for nature protection (2.5 million participants 
throughout the world), the LPO is today, one of the premiere 
organizations for the protection of nature in France.

 
brume

  Authors : Collectif* 2011
Format : 19 x 38 cm - 304 pages
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LES CARNETS DE LA
GRENOUILLE NOIRE
A and B the two blind twins, travel to the other end of the 
world to fulfill the mysterious mission La Grenouille Noire 
gave them. 

Helped in their task by new friends met throughout their 
travels, they write the “spark” bible which will become the 
strangest of secret societies ever known. 
The frog baron still has a few small things to deal with before 
joining them. 

La Grenouille Noire’s notebook #2, “the founders” is the 
second volume of the “true tale” of La Grenouille Noire’s 
notebook. 

conscient de vacuité t.0
     12 x 16 cm      320 pages

the moo factory t.1
     12 x 16 cm  320 pages

les fondateurs t.2 2nd generation t.3
20112011
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An echo of the Artbook CFSL.net, Aura is for those 
passionate of beautiful pictures, illustration, and 
eager for new horizons. This work presents a selection 
of twenty Chinese, Japanese and korean emerging 
illustrators, sixty authors altogether, for work dedicated 
to picture and the opening to Asia. At the root of this 
project: Jean-David Morvan, who spends half his time in 
these three countries, who goes from graphic novels to 
collective art book by leaning on the experience of CFSL 
Ink, who made art book his specialty.

  Author : jam book              Format : 24 x 28 cm - 304 pages
  Languages : French, English 2010

artbook
aura
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CFSL CFSL CFSL CFSL CFSL CFSL CFSL CFSL

key Points: 
• The best in Asian illustration finally brought together
 in an artbook
• An ideal gift for the end of the year
• The knowhow of CFSL.Ink when it comes 

to artbooks
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The Gorilla Artfare artbook comes five years after the creation of the community by 
the same name on the internet, it gathers the illustrations of 75 group members, all 
professional illustrators or painters. The particularity of Gorilla 
Artfare is the demand for quality that exists on the site, the 
pictures are magnificent in their diversity, with about fifteen 
different nationalities; mix and exchange are put forth here.

Throughout the 300 pages of the book, we can discover young 
talents but also well known names such as the Australian Adam 
Paquette (Wizards of the Coast, Jim Henson Company), the 
American David Polumbo (Heavy Metal Magazine, Lucasfilm), the 
Japanese Goro Fujita (Dreamworks), the German Nic klein (DC 
Comics, Image Comics, Marvel Comics), or the French Véronique 
Meignaud (Ubisoft, Wizards of the Coast) and many others! 

  Author : jam book             Format : 25 x 31 cm - 192 pages
  Langues : Francais, Anglais 2010 

artbook
Gorilla Artfare
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VISA MALIkI

Maliki, a young woman with pink hair and pointed ears, is the epony-
mous heroine of a webcomic (www.maliki.com) and also its author. 

More than anything, Maliki loves to tell the story of her life. Surroun-
ded by her cats Feanor and Fleya, her twin, Ladybird, and her friends 

Fang and Jon, her day-to-day life is far from boring. 
Everything is spontaneous in her beautiful world, from her childhood 

memories to her holidays, to her moods... 
A true cultural phenomenon, Maliki is drawn with fun and playfulness and 

is a real fountain of sincere and spontaneous youth.  

www.maliki.com

89
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broie la vie en rose t.1 une rose à l'amer t.2 mots roses au clair de lune t.3
  19 x 27 cm     160 pages

  19 x 27 cm   160 pages

19 x 27 cm     160 pages 19 x 27 cm      160 pages

rose blanche t.4

Découvrez le magnifique coffret découverte réu-
nissant les trois premiers tomes de notre per-
sonnage de webcomics préférée : Maliki ! Ce 
coffret bénéficie d’une fabrication de qualité 
et contient, en plus des ouvrages, une planche 
de stickers repositionnables et un mini-artbook  
regroupant les bonus parus dans les versions  
collector des tomes 2 et 3 !
Un coffret pour les fans de Maliki qui souhaitent 
offrir un beau cadeau à leurs amis ou bien complé-
ter leur collection, ainsi qu’à ceux qui souhaitent 
tout simplement découvrir Maliki.
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kURI kURI kURI kURI kURI kURI kURI kURI

Appartement 44
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VISA kURI

At Ankama, we like manga because we've been growing up with 
them. And to prove it, we even started to make some ourselves, 

with the success you already know. 
To meet the increasing demands of our readers, we are now 
launching kURI, a new manga collection which will be available 

in three different themes :

Pink kuri for girls and their unquenching thirst for dreams 
and lightness;
Blue kuri for boys - punchy tales filled with adventures and action ;
Gold kuri for the older and the fearless…

After having explored all the different aspects of both fiction and 
everyday life, Ankama is taking you to the other end of the world, Asia!

Ready for take-off

SHôJO SHôNEN SEINEN

93
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kURI kURI kURI kURI kURI kURI kURI kURI

Four roommates, four personalities from different 
backgrounds, from far away, some even from very far away 
since one of them is an alien! But which one?
First there is Coco, 22, the perfect shopaholic and Gigi, the 
rebel of the group, who also happens to be the only Parisian in 
the group. As for the boys, we have Mick, the good buddy who 
is a playboy but is always willing to help and Jon the literature 
student. 
Everyone is happy, but strange things are happening…
Cats walking on the ceiling, sleepwalking and even cakes 
appearing… 
But who is the intruder from somewhere else in this roommate 
situation?

www.appartement44.fr

appartement 44 t.1    t.2
 Author : Dara                                  Format : 13 x 18cm 

160 pages
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 Author : Dara                                  Format : 13 x 18cm 

kURI kURI kURI kURI kURI kURI kURI kURI
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La Roue des vents
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VISA ANkAMA JEUNESSE

Softly, softly, catchee monkey... and as was announced, 
Ankama Éditions is creating its brand new branch dedica-
ted to the young audience. Filled with picture books for 
pre-school children, storybooks for school-age kids and 
young-adult fiction, the new school year comes with a 
bunch of new releases for your kids!

97
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les goûts et les couleurs t.1 l'œuf mystérieux t.2

les enfants de la balle t.3

  13 x 13 cm    36 pages   13 x 13 cm   36 pages

  13 x 13 cm    36 pages

1429. When the young Joachim Fendl’Or finds 
himself face to face with Clovis or the building 
site of a cathedral, he sees a dragon for the 
first time in his life. Affectionate, grumpy and 
tone deaf, the latter is however on the verge 
of extinction after centuries of existence. His 
best friend, the knight Master Gontran, accom-
panies him and invites Joaquim to join them for 
a long trip to find seeds of the mysterious Wheel 
of Winds. This plant door does open into the dra-
gon sanctuary that Clovis must get to before it 
is too late. 

la roue des vents
2010 

Make your child learn colors and animals names thanks to this card 
box with round corners, an ideal size for small hands! 
With its figurine and an attractive set. 3 years old children.

Authors : JeanLéon - Régis Lejonc

ANkAMA JEUNESSE ANkAMA JEUNESSE ANkAMA JEUNESSE ANkAMA JEUNESSE

 Author : Vincent Joubert     Format : 19 x 27cm - 176 pages
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ANkAMA JEUNESSE ANkAMA JEUNESSE ANkAMA JEUNESSE ANkAMA JEUNESSE
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COSMO
VISA COSMO

COSMO is an artistic and graphic sandpit created by Ankama Jeunesse.
Cosmo is a space where world-famous scribblers and promising young 
scrawlers have the freedom to create a surprising sand pie, made up 
of comic books and other oddities dedicated to their fellow crawlers, 
toddlers, and walkers.
Scribbler Tony Derbomez, nicknamed CHICk on the playground, 
presides over this joyful experimental jumble, which looks like 
nothing seen before.

101
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COSMOCOSMO COSMOCOSMOCOSMO COSMOCOSMO COSMO COSMOCOSMO

 Author : Tony CHICk                        Format : 18 x 18 cm 

text and drawing : stan                  Format : 20 x 20 cm 
 Sound : oudi

Atom the cat played all night with his friends, Hector the 
owl and Johnny the worm. At sunrise, Atom comes home 
and only wants one thing: sleep.

But it isn’t that easy to find the right place to dream in 
peace when you live with a family like Atom’s!

However there must be a room in the hosue that is condu-
sive to sweet dreams, but which one?

Funny noises coming from each 
double page, strange creatures in 
a bizarre world , leading to a truly 
original final chorus!
Stan's monsters sing their way 
through this audio book which 
comprises 10 different tunes sung 
by various creatures and the final 
melody created by the chorus of 
monsters.
Delivering an extraordinary 
visual and audio experience, 
this book from another 
world is sure to become a 
children's favourite.

une journée de rêves

choeur de monstres
Audio book (10 sounds et 1 tune)

40 pages - Hardcover

24 pages / Hardcover
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COSMOCOSMO COSMOCOSMO COSMOCOSMO COSMOCOSMO COSMOCOSMO
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PRESS

Dofus mag
Mini wakfu mag
Hey !
Akiba
IG mag
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After two years of existence, DOFUS Mag now asserts itself as the se-
cond specialized in video games sold in France, with nearly 70 000 co-
pies sold in newsstands, bookstores and subscriptions! This bi-monthly 
dedicated to the universes of Ankama games has seduced its audience 
by offering stories, walkthroughs and interviews that explore the uni-
verse of DOFUS and Wakfu.

• A Wakfu special issue for the launch of the online RPG.
• The second magazine specialized in “video games”
• 70 000 copies sold per issue.

Authors : collectif   Format : 210 x 297 mm 
132 pages

dofus mag

106
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Authors : collectif   Format : 170 x 230 mm 
116 pages

PRESS PRESSPRESS PRESSPRESSPRESS PRESS

Destined as much for the fans of Wakfu universe as 
for curious young people, Mini-Wakfu Mag offers to 
bring a subtle mix of humoristic and colorful gra-
phic novels freshly selected among the trends of 
the moment. The magazine looks like a little guide 
that easily slides into a bag. Between the numerous 
comics, the latest news, the riddles to decode and 
the drawing lessons, the young reader will be able 
to choose to relax, inform himself or amuse him-
self. Each issue contains a bonus product that va-
ries depending on the season. 
 
• An unpublished comic book in each issue
•  The latest movie, video game, music releases.
• Riddles, games and an extra gift in each issue!

mini wakfu mag
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Authors : Anne & Julien   Format : 170 x 230 mm 
116 pages

Hey! is the go-between of a modern 
graphic artistic vision dominantly urban, a 
notebook of this world movement’s trends. 
Its information is specialized, actual 
but sustainable, destined to collectors, 
art amateurs and those who are curious. 
It is also a source a source of inspiration 
for artists who are constantly looking for 
documentation. It is bilingual and privileges 
image to text. Its position is unique in France.

• A bilingual magazine published every three 
months with a specific place.

• A selection of artists and subjects that are on 
top of urban graphic tendencies

• A magazine – object to be read and collec-
ted (sticker boards, reproduction of cardboard work, 
portfolio).

• A European Juxtapoz.

Site officiel : www.heyheyhey.fr

hey !
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Authors : Anne & Julien   Format : 170 x 230 mm 
116 pages

Akiba is a new magazine dedicated to manga. Conceived 
by the model of the Japanese Shônen Jump, each month 
Akiba gives its readers 7 unpublished series created by 
Japanese authors exclusively for France. The readers 
are then invited to vote for their favorite series. Those 
who have less votes will be replaced by new ones and 
most popular ones will keep going and will be able to be 
published as mangas!

•  A prepublication monthly the Japanese way.
• Unreleased stories created by Japanese 

authors.
• The latest movie, video game and music 
releases.

akiba 
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Authors : Anne & Julien   Format : 170 x 230 mm 
116 pages

The magazine imposed itself in the universe of video 
game magazines in barely a year. Every two months, 

nearly 10 000 readers await for IG to come out in 
newsstands, having become the meeting place of 

video game culture for those passionate about them. 
Facing its competitors, IG magazine looks like an 

inflexible Gaul: A young title, without advertising, 
demanding a freedom of tone and horizontal 

coordination of the approached subjects. Its “mook” 
format is a real object that the readers like to keep and 
reread through time.

• A “mook”, mix between a magazine and a book that people like to keep 
and reread it.

• A young title without advertisement!
• Freedom of tone at the origin of its success

ig mag
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Authors : Anne & Julien   Format : 170 x 230 mm 
116 pages
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